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Over the nearly 100 years since Biffen described the Mendelian nature of the resistance of plants to pathogens (6), a major objective of plant breeding has been to develop cultivars resistant to pathogens. Genetic resistance is the favored control strategy, as it may be highly effective and organism-specific and has minimal deleterious effects on the environment. The advantages of resistance are countered by the ability of pathogen populations to evolve and overcome the protection conferred by the resistance factors; i.e., resistance has often been short-lived. This has been most often documented for resistance determined by genes with major phenotypic effects and Mendelian inheritance, particularly in pathosystems that follow a gene-for-gene relationship. The result is a classic boom-and-bust cycle, best documented for rusts and powdery mildews of cereals (see the literature cited in reference 87). Understanding the factors that affect the durability of resistance and devising strategies to increase durability have been primary goals in plant pathology research over the last 50 years.
Recently, McDonald and Linde (87, 88) analyzed the durability of resistance to a large number of plant pathogens and proposed that the main factor determining durability is not the nature of the resistance genes but rather the evolutionary potential of the pathogen population. They used a simple model in which each of three evolutionary forces was assigned three levels of risk, to develop an index of "predicted risk" that would quantify the evolutionary potential of the pathogen. The three analyzed evolutionary forces were population size, gene and genome flow (i.e., migration), and reproduction or mating system (i.e., sexual or asexual). Population size affects the probability that a mutant will appear in a population and will be present in subsequent generations. In small populations the fate of mutants is affected by a random process called genetic drift. Drift depends on the effective size of the population (i.e., the number of individuals that pass their genes to the next generation) and not on the census size (i.e., the total number of individuals in the population). Gene and genome flow is the process through which genes, or whole genomes in pathogens that do not recombine, are exchanged between different populations. A high degree of gene flow increases the probability that resistancebreaking (RB) strains may come into contact with resistant plants. Finally, sexual reproduction will favor the spread in the pathogen population of the gene or genes involved in resistance breaking by recombining mutant alleles into genetic backgrounds that may have higher fitness. Two other forces, mutation and selection, were not quantified. Interestingly, McDonald and Linde (87) found a significant correlation between predicted risk based on gene flow and observed risk based on the durability of resistance. No viral pathogens were included in their analyses.
Viruses are second only to fungi in the number and economic importance of the diseases they cause. Chemical control of plant viruses is not commercially feasible, so genetic resistance is preferred for the control of viral diseases. Hence, it is useful to determine if the model of McDonald and Linde also applies to plant viruses. Two main differences between viruses and cellular pathogens with regard to plant resistance add interest to this analysis: (i) resistance to plant viruses is not predominantly inherited as a monogenic dominant character, unlike resistance to other plant pathogens (37) ; (ii) resistance to viruses has often been more durable than resistance to cellular pathogens (50) .
We analyze here the durability of resistance to a set of phytopathogenic viruses with a range of life histories, applying the procedure of McDonald and Linde (87) . Our results show that, as with cellular pathogens, the evolutionary potential of the virus seems to be a major determinant of the durability of resistance.
THEORY AND APPROACHES
The model proposed by McDonald and Linde (87) was applied with minor modifications. As described earlier (87), we did not consider mutation or selection in our analysis. Most plant viruses have RNA genomes, or their genomes replicate by reverse transcription of an RNA template (57) . It is well known that mutation rates in RNA viruses are several orders of magnitude higher than those of microbes with DNA genomes (29, 82) . However, it is not known if mutation rates of plant viruses with small, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) genomes are similar to those of RNA viruses or to those of animal or bacterial viruses with large, double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) genomes. Variability in field populations points to the first possibility (51) . Since our data set included only viruses with RNA or small ssDNA genomes, we did not attempt to differentiate between mutation rates of RNA and DNA plant viruses. Selection was not considered because resistant varieties make up a large fraction of the crop in all pathosystems considered and should have resulted in relatively uniform and strong selection for resistance-overcoming variants.
Three categories of risk were assigned to each of the three evolutionary forces, by the following logic.
(I) Effective population size. This important parameter has not been estimated reliably for any plant virus. In spite of the large number of viruses produced in an infected plant, the effective population size in the host could be several orders of magnitude smaller than the census population, as shown for the animal virus HIV-1 (39, 80) . In addition, population bottlenecks are expected to occur during the process of infection of a new host or following the seasonal population dynamics of the virus's hosts and vectors. It is well known that a small number of virus particles is sufficient to start an infection in a naïve host (40) and that insect vectors carry a small number of virus particles (106) . The reduction in population size will be proportional to the size of the bottleneck that affects the virus population between crop seasons. Thus, differences in effective population size are likely to be associated with the population dynamics of the host and vectors, as they affect the ability of the virus to survive at the site, sensu Harrison (50) , in the absence of the crop. Viruses can survive in seeds and other plant parts, in plant debris, in soil, in vectors, and in other hosts. For instance, severe bottlenecks will occur between seasons in the population of a virus that has a narrow host range, is transmitted by aphids in a nonpersistent manner, and is not seed-transmitted, because of the lack of hosts in which to survive. In these cases we assigned risk category 1. Bottlenecks will not be as severe for a virus that has a large host range (or if the primary host is grown all year round) and that can survive in a vector with a large and stable population (e.g., in the resting spores of a fungal vector) or that is efficiently transmitted on seed. In these cases we assigned risk category 3. The intermediate risk category 2 was assigned, for instance, to viruses that have narrow host ranges but a high rate of survival in seeds or in vectors with stable populations and viruses that do not survive in seeds or vectors but have a large number of overwintering hosts. In these analyses we do not consider the experimental host range of a virus, but rather the natural host range shown to be epidemiologically significant for the crop. For instance, the experimental host range of Tobacco mosaic virus is very large, but in practice tobacco is the only inoculum source for tobacco crops (45) , and here it is considered a virus with a narrow host range.
(II) Gene and genotype flow. This factor quantifies the rate of migration among populations and, hence, the dispersal potential of a virus. We rated this factor differently than McDonald and Linde (87) . Risk category 1 was assigned to viruses that disperse over a range of meters to kilometers (e.g., viruses that are soilborne or dispersed by contact or by vectors flying only short distances). Risk category 2 was assigned to viruses that disperse over a range of about 10 to 100 km (e.g., viruses that are persistently transmitted by flying vectors). Risk category 3 was assigned to viruses that are able to disperse hundreds or thousands of kilometers (e.g., viruses that are mainly seedborne or otherwise dispersed by humans or that persist in their long-distance-dispersing vectors). The risk categories were assigned by the use of epidemiological data or, preferentially, data on the genetic structure of the virus population, when available.
(III) Reproduction system. Here we considered viruses for which sex, sensu Chao (17), i.e., genetic exchange, has not been reported (risk category 1) and viruses for which it has been reported to occur by reassortment of genomic segments or by recombination, reassortants and recombinants being frequent (risk category 3) or not frequent (risk category 2) in the viral populations. If only reassortants have been described, we placed the virus in risk category 2. Available evidence indicates that the interchange of complete genomic segments has a bigger impact on the fitness of a virus than the exchange of genes or parts of genes and will be more affected by negative selection. Indeed, most evidence points to co-adaptation of genomic segments (42) . The frequency of recombinants or reassortants in virus populations has been analyzed in only a few viral systems. Information from nucleotide sequences in data banks was used for some viral systems, but for the remaining systems information was not available. When information was lacking, we used the available knowledge for other virus species in the same genus. Genetic exchange can be detected easily if the parents differ sufficiently in nucleotide sequence. The main limitation in analyzing the frequency of recombinants is that recombination between genetically similar parents may result in a different phenotype but will not be detected as a recombinant because its sequence is too similar to that of the parents.
For all analyzed pathosystems we considered the virus population in a defined geographic region. This is relevant because agroecological conditions that can influence the evolutionary factors described earlier may differ in different regions.
Viral pathosystems analyzed. A detailed review of the literature retrieved data on the three evolutionary factors and on the use, duration, and nature of resistance in a number of pathosystems. Data were collected for 29 viruses (Table 1) . Five had ssDNA genomes, three had ssRNA genomes of negative polarity (-sense), and 21 had ssRNA genomes of messenger polarity (+ sense). This data set is a good representation of the groups of plant viruses (1) a Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) or single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) genome of messenger polarity (+) or negative polarity (-), with the number of genomic segments in parentheses.
according to the nature of their genetic material, except that no examples were found of viruses having dsRNA genomes or viruses having dsDNA genomes and replicating by reverse transcription. The data set also included a wide range of transmission strategies. Five viruses were transmitted by contact, 13 by aphids (seven in a nonpersistent manner), three by whiteflies, five by leafhoppers or planthoppers, one by thrips, two by nematodes, and three by soil fungi. Hence, the sample is a good representation of the genetic and biological diversity of plant viruses (57) . For five of these viruses-Beet curly top virus (BCTV), Potato virus Y (PVY), Tomato mosaic virus (ToMV), Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV), and Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV)-data on interactions with more than one host were available, and hence we analyzed 35 pathosystems in at least one geographical area each. In addition, different types of resistance have been deployed in some of these 35 pathosystems, and a total of 50 genetic systems were analyzed. We defined resistance factors as those that affect the multiplication of the virus. Tolerance for viruses and resistance to vectors were not considered here.
For each resistance factor and pathosystem, the following information was considered: (i) the host range of the virus, including plants that could be significant as inoculum sources for epidemics in the crop, (ii) the mode of horizontal transmission, (iii) the importance of vertical transmission, through seed or through vegetative multiplication of the crop, (iv) the survival ability of the virus at the site, (v) the dispersal ability of the virus, (vi) the occurrence of genetic exchange in the virus, (vii) inheritance of the resistance factor, (viii) expression of the resistance, (ix) reports of the occurrence of RB isolates, (x) properties of RB isolates, and (xi) the duration of the protection given by the resistance factor. Points (i) to (vi) were used to determine the risk category of each of the three evolutionary factors for each virus and formulate an index of predicted risk. Points (vii) to (xi) were used to try to understand the reason for the durable or transient nature of resistance factors against a certain virus in a particular host.
Information for all pathosystems is provided in Table 2 , containing the information listed as points (i) to (vi), and Table 3 , containing the information listed as points (vii) to (xi). Four pathosystems, representing different epidemiological and evolutionary strategies, are described next, to illustrate the type of information that was considered in this analysis.
Bean common mosaic virus (BCMV) on bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.). BCMV is a member of the genus Potyvirus. It has a monopartite, ssRNA genome of messenger sense and is transmitted nonpersistently by several species of aphids and very efficiently (at rates of 30 to 50%) through seed (94) . It has a narrow host range, restricted to members of the Fabaceae, mostly in the genus Phaseolus, but in Europe and the Americas the main inoculum source is contaminated seed (93) . Hence survival at the site is low, but long-distance dispersal through infected seed is highly efficient. Analyses of nucleotide sequences of the coat protein (CP) cistron showed that recombination between genetic types is frequent (109) . On the basis of these characteristics the predicted combined risk was rated 7 ( Table 2) .
Two different types of resistance have been used since 1935 to control BCMV. Resistance initially derived from the cultivars Robust and Great Northern is recessive, determined by several loci named bc, and results in no infection in resistant plants. Different bc genes and alleles that are overcome by different BCMV pathotypes in a gene-for-gene-like manner have been characterized (93) , and protection given by these bc genes has been short-lived, lasting 5 to 20 years (93, 133) . However, the resistance conferred by allele bc1 from Robust, which is effective only against pathotype P0, has been used in snap bean varieties in the United States with good success for more than 40 years (133) . The second resistance was originally found in the cultivar Corbett Refugee and is determined by a single dominant gene, I. Resistance conferred by the I gene has been more broadly used and characterized in more detail than resistance conferred by the bc genes. Dominance in I is incomplete, so that a homozygote is immune to BCMV infection, while a heterozygote responds to infection with a hypersensitive reaction (HR), which may result in systemic necrosis (22) . Resistance provided by the I gene is overcome by strains in pathotypes P1.1 2 2 and P1.2, first reported in 1963, which cause a systemic necrosis in II plants. Strains causing necrosis of I plants are genetically very different from nonnecrotic BCMV strains (less than 85% nucleotide sequence identity) and are currently classified as a different potyvirus species, Bean common mosaic necrotic virus (BCMNV). In spite of the existence of RB strains that caused outbreaks in the United States in the late 1980s, the I gene protection has remained effective for several decades, and it is currently widely used, e.g., in more than 75% of registered bean varieties in Spain (83) , in the United States, Western Europe, and Latin America (93) . Thus the I gene presents a typical example of durable resistance. On the other hand, the I gene has failed to give good protection in East Africa, where the necrotic strains are prevalent in wild legumes, which seem to be an important source of inoculum for epidemics in bean (120) .
Raspberry ringspot virus (RpRSV) on red raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.). RpRSV is a member of the genus Nepovirus, with a bipartite genome of (+)-sense ssRNA. It has a very wide host range, infecting crops and wild plant species in many mono-and dicotyledonous families, and is efficiently seed-transmitted in many of its natural hosts. It is transmitted horizontally by nematode species in the genus Longidorus. The virus does not multiply in its vector, but the nematodes remain viruliferous for up to 9 weeks in fallow soil (49) . Hence, the effective size of the virus population may be rated as large. Dispersal is not long-range, and different strains occur in Scotland and England (49) . Genetic analyses of different strains suggest that recombinants do not occur or are infrequent (52) . Reassortants might occur, but there is evidence of selection for mutual compatibility of RNAs 1 and 2 (48) . Predicted risk in this case is rated 5 ( Table 2) .
Resistance to both the Scottish and the English strains is conferred by a single dominant gene, Irr (60) and is expressed as immunity to vector and graft inoculation. Irr was used in Scotland with excellent results for several decades, until resistant varieties were discontinued in the 1970s for agronomic reasons (49) . RB isolates that are serologically distinguishable (the Lloyd George strain) have been known for a long time (99) but did not become prevalent, because of poor competitive ability in mixed infection with the Scottish strain and poor seed transmission in weeds (48, 60) . Hence, resistance to RpRSV is an example of durable resistance.
ToMV on tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.). ToMV is a member of the genus Tobamovirus and has a monopartite, (+)-sense ssRNA genome. It has a narrow natural host range, mostly restricted to members of the Solanaceae, but weeds are not important inoculum sources for infection of tomato (14) . The virus is transmitted by plant-to-plant contact but not by vectors. It may persist in dry plant debris for up to 2 years, and in moist soil for about 6 months, hence survival at site would be high. The virus is found in the testae of up to 50% of the seeds of infected plants, and seedlings are infected during transplant operations, so that in practice ToMV is a seed-transmitted virus (13) . However, treatment of seeds to inactivate the virus is common. There is no evidence of recombinants in ToMV, and recombinants are very infrequent in the tobamoviruses (44) . The predicted risk is rated 6 ( Table 2) .
Several resistance factors have been used for the control of ToMV. The first to be used was the incompletely dominant gene Tm1. This gene resulted in lower virus accumulation and was expressed at the protoplast level when infected with isolates of pathotype P0 (130) . Cultivars with Tm1 resistance were first used in glasshouses in the United Kingdom in 1966, but by 1968 the resistance was no longer effective, because of the widespread (89) . A second resistance gene, Tm2, introduced shortly after, met with the same fate (13) . Tm2 confers a HRmediated resistance and is elicited by the viral movement protein (MP). RB isolates (pathotype P2) differ from non-RB strains in two amino acids in the MP (90) . An allele of Tm2, Tm2 2 , was introduced into tomato cultivars in the mid-1970s. Tm2 2 is also elicited by the virus MP and confers a HR. It was overcome by isolates of pathotype P2 2 , and two amino acid changes in the MP were again sufficient to confer the P2 2 phenotype. These changes were in a region of the MP dispensable for cell-to-cell movement (131) . However, P2
2 isolates multiplied poorly in Tm2 2 plants (37), and this resistance has remained effective for more than 25 years and is still widely used, e.g., in about 80% of fresh market cultivars in Spain (83) .
BCTV on sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) and bean. BCTV is the type member of the genus Curtovirus, in the family Geminiviridae, and has a monopartite genome of circular ssDNA. It has a very wide host range, infecting about 300 species in more than 40 dicotyledonous families. It is transmitted by the leafhopper Circulifer tenellus (Baker) in a circulative nonpropagative manner, and it is not seed-transmitted (132) . In the arid western regions of North America, where BCTV is most important, the virus and vector overwinter in desert annuals, which are inoculum sources for epidemics in crops each year. The large host range and high rate of survival at the site will result in a large effective population. Dispersal is over a range of 10 to 100 km (124, 132) . Several strains of the virus, about 80% homologous in nucleotide sequence, have been described (121, 123) . Recombinants among strains occur but appear to be infrequent in populations of the virus (122, 124) . The predicted risk is rated 7 ( Table 2) . Beet curly top was described in California soon after the sugar beet industry was started in the 1870s, and the disease soon became a limiting factor in sugar beet production west of the Rocky Mountains. Breeding for resistance started in 1918. The first resistant variety was released in 1934, and by 1935 it was grown on more than 100,000 acres (33) . Resistance of sugar beet to BCTV appears to be quantitative, though its inheritance is not totally understood, and results in lower virus accumulation and less systemic spread in resistant plants (33) . The use of resistant varieties resulted in the appearance of severe strains by 1960 and their subsequent increase in frequency in the virus population, until isolates considered severe in 1950 were considered mild in 1970. This process of resistance selecting for more virulent strains has continued, requiring the release of new resistant varieties (33, 122) . Still, the process is not a fast one, because of balancing selection in winter weeds, which favors strains that are mild in beet, and on resistant beets (50) .
Resistance to BCTV has also been bred into common bean, and resistant varieties have been grown in the Columbia River basin since about 1935 (118) . Resistance is dominant, conditioned by two epistatic factors, and results in diminished infection. In spite of the different BCTV strains reported in the western United States, and despite changes in the genetic structure of BCTV populations, resistance in beans has been stable for more than 40 years (133) .
RESULTS

Durability of resistance to plant viruses.
Resistance is considered durable if no resistance breaking has been reported or if it has been effective for 25 years or more. By this criterion, resistance was durable in two-thirds of the analyzed pathosystems (24 out of 35). RB strains have been reported in 13 of these 24 pathosystems. In 11 pathosystems at least one resistance factor was overcome in less than 25 years, but in five of these cases there was at least one resistance factor that gave durable protection. Thus the 35 analyzed pathosystems can be split into four groups: (i) group D (11 pathosystems in Table 2 ), in which all deployed resistance factors have been durable, and RB strains have not been reported; (ii) group DRB (13 pathosystems), in which all deployed resistance factors have been durable, but RB strains have occurred; (iii) group ORD (five pathosystems), in which some resistance factors were overcome in less than 25 years, but others have been durable; and (iv) group O (six pathosystems), in which all deployed resistance factors have been overcome. Table 4 lists the pathosystems in each of the four groups.
Of the 50 resistance factors deployed in 35 pathosystems, 37 were durable and 13 were overcome. RB strains were reported for 19 of the durable resistance factors, but the RB strains did not become prevalent in the virus population, and the protection conferred by the resistance factor remained effective for at least 25 years (Table 3) .
Relationship between evolutionary risk and durability of resistance. The distribution of predicted risk values was analyzed for the 35 with those in ORD + O could elucidate differences between systems for which all resistance factors have been durable and those for which some resistance factors have been overcome. We found that the predicted risk for group O was significantly higher than for the other three groups (P < 0.05), while no significant differences were found between the predicted risk for groups D, DRB, and ORD. Hence, according to the predicted risk calculation, pathosystems can be divided into two groups: those for which at least some resistance factor was durable (29 pathosystems, in groups D, DRB, and ORD) and those for which no resistance was durable (six pathosystems, in group O). In a second analysis, the 35 pathosystems were divided into two groups, one consisting of the 24 systems showing durable resistance (D + DRB) and one consisting of the 11 systems in which resistance was broken (ORD + O). The predicted risk for group D + DRB was smaller than that for group ORD + D, with P = 0.10. Similar analyses of the relationship between the individual evolutionary factors and the durability of resistance were conducted. The rating for effective population size was significantly higher for the pathosystems in group O than for the systems in groups D, DRB, and ORD (P < 0.05), and no significant differences were found among groups D, DRB, and ORD. The rating for genetic exchange was lower for group D than for groups DRB, ORD, and O pooled together (P = 0.05). The rating for gene flow was lower for the 24 pathosystems in which all resistance factors were durable (D + DRB) than for the 11 in which at least one factor had been overcome (ORD + O) (P = 0.07).
Hence, the analysis indicates that the durability of resistance reflects the predicted evolutionary potential of the virus.
Relationship between the nature of resistance and its durability. Among the 50 analyzed resistance factors, 32 were monogenic dominant (or incompletely dominant) characters, 10 were monogenic recessive characters, and eight were polygenic. In four of the polygenic cases, resistance was recessive. Resistance in bean to BCTV, in groundnut to Groundnut rosette virus (GRV) and in rice variety Utri Merah to Rice tungro spherical virus (RTSV) was determined by two genes, but in the present analyses we grouped these with the monogenic resistance factors. Eleven (34%) of the monogenic dominant, one (10%) of the monogenic recessive, and one (12%) of the polygenic resistance factors were overcome. Although a higher fraction of the monogenic dominant resistance factors were overcome, no association was found between the genetic basis of the resistance and its durability in a contingency chi-square analysis (P = 0.16, Fisher's exact test). Similarly, no association was found between the inheritance of the resistance and the occurrence of RB pathotypes (P = 0.86).
The expression of the 50 resistance factors differed substantially. Twelve factors conferred immunity or "extreme resistance" to infection; i.e., the virus was not recovered from inoculated plants. Nine factors resulted in resistance to infection. For most pathosystems resistance to infection is immunity to a virus that cannot be mechanically inoculated; i.e., plants are not infected and the virus cannot be recovered from them. But in some cases, e.g., TSWV (21) , it seems to refer to escape of infection; i.e., a smaller number of plants are infected, compared with the susceptible controls. Fourteen resistance factors resulted in a HR. For the remaining 15 resistance factors, plants were infected but virus accumulation and systemic spread were lower than in the susceptible controls, because of interference with virus replication or movement. Resistance was overcome for three resistance factors conferring immunity (25%), two expressed as resistance to infection (22%), six resulting in a HR (43%), and two resulting in decreased virus accumulation and systemic spread (13%). Contingency analyses showed an association between the expression of resistance and its durability (P = 0.05) and between the expression of resistance and the occurrence of RB strains (P = 0.10), but no significant association was found between any type of resistance expression and its durability or the occurrence of RB strains (P > 0.17).
Information on the nature of RB virus strains was available for 27 of the resistance factors. In 14 cases the virulent pathotype was genetically very similar to the nonvirulent strain (more than 98% similarity of nucleotide sequences), and often a change in a few amino acids was sufficient to cause a change in phenotype. Of these 14 cases, seven led to a breakdown of resistance; the other seven RB strains did not become prevalent in the virus population, so the resistance was stable. In 13 cases the virulent pathotype was a different genetic strain (i.e., less than 95% similarity of nucleotide sequences) or a different, taxonomically related species in the same genus. Among these, seven overcame resistance, and six did not become prevalent in the virus population. Although there was no association between the nature of the RB strain and its success in the virus population, the high proportion of cases (48%) in which the RB strain was an unrelated strain or virus is noteworthy.
DISCUSSION
A fundamental goal in studies of the evolutionary biology of pathogens is to understand the relationship between the presence and frequency of resistance factors in host populations and the evolution of pathogens to overcome the protection conferred by these resistance factors. This area of research has important practical implications for plant pathology. The use of resistant cultivars is an important control strategy, but it often fails because RB pathogen genotypes increase in frequency. Understanding the factors that favor the evolution of pathogen virulence is essential for devising strategies for breeding and the use of resistance that will result in durable protection. Recent analyses of a large number of cellular plant pathogens indicated that the evolutionary potential of a pathogen could have a major impact on the durability of resistance (87, 88) . Although the idea that the pathogen's life history may be important in determining the durability of resistance has precedents in the phytopathological literature (e.g., reference 110), McDonald and Linde proposed a theoretical framework leading to a simple model allowing for a quantitative analysis of the relationship between pathogen evolutionary risk (i.e., potential to evolve) and the durability of resistance. In the original analysis, most analyzed cases of resistance were monogenic dominant and followed a gene-for-gene relationship with avirulence in the pathogen. No viruses were considered in the original analyses. In this work we applied the model to the analysis of phytopathogenic viruses.
Viruses differ greatly from cellular pathogens, notably in the nature, size, and expression strategy of their genomes. In addition, resistance deployed to control plant viruses has not been as commonly based on single dominant genes, and gene-for-gene-like relationships between pathogen and host have not been described as frequently for plant viruses as for phytopathogenic fungi and bacteria (37, 38) . Hence, it could be that the relationship between plant viruses and host resistance is different from that of other plant pathogens. We analyzed 35 pathosystems and 50 resistance factors, on a regional scale. For each system, we obtained information on the population biology of the pathogen, the longevity of the resistance factor or factors used to control it, the inheritance and expression of the resistance, the occurrence of RB pathotypes, and the fate of RB strains in the virus populations. This information was not available for many plant-virus systems. The literature does not usually differentiate between the appearance of RB pathotypes and the actual longevity of a resistance factor. In many cases, unpublished information provided by researchers was critical to clarify this distinction.
The analysis of 50 resistance factors showed no statistically significant association between the inheritance of resistance and its durability or the appearance of RB pathotypes. This result is in contrast with previous analyses that concluded that the appearance of RB pathotypes is more frequent when resistance is monogenic dominant or incompletely dominant, and that monogenic resis-tance is overcome more often than other types of resistance (37, 38) . In previous reports the existence of RB strains was taken as evidence that resistance had been broken, instead of the actual effective life of the resistance factor in the field. We did not find a significant association between the inheritance of resistance and the occurrence of RB pathotypes when the data of Fraser (Table 2 in reference 38) were analyzed (P = 0.311). Hence, a relationship between the genetic nature of resistance and its durability is not evident for viruses or for cellular plant pathogens. The expression of resistance seems to play a role in its durability, but our analyses failed to detect a significant association between a particular type of resistance expression (e.g., hypersensitivity or decreased virus accumulation) and durability. In this regard, our results again agree with those of studies of cellular plant pathogens (87) , and they differ from previous analyses of plant viruses that concluded that resistance expressed as hypersensitivity is more often overcome than other resistance types (37) .
A predicted risk index according to the model proposed earlier (87) was used to explore the relationship between the evolutionary potential of the pathogen and the durability of resistance. This model is obviously an oversimplification of the population biology of pathogens, but detailed analyses of the population structure and evolution of plant viruses are relatively rare (cf. reference 42) , and the lack of such analyses precludes the use of more realistic models. In spite of the limitations and assumptions detailed in the section Theory and Approaches, the results of the analysis are statistically and biologically significant. Our results are similar to the previous findings for cellular pathogens (87) , in that the evolutionary potential of plant viruses seems to be an important determinant of the durability of resistance. The separate analysis of the three evolutionary factors showed some interesting trends. The systems for which no RB strains have been reported are those in which recombinants or reassortants are relatively rare, suggesting that viruses that admit genetic exchange, and hence are genetically more plastic, are more prone to generate RB strains than those that do not. The systems in which at least some resistance had been overcome (groups ORD and O) were placed in higher risk categories for gene and genome flow; i.e., viruses in these systems have the ability to migrate longer distances, indicating the relevance of migration in enabling contact between RB strains and resistant plants. Gene flow is also an important factor favoring the breakdown of resistance by cellular plant pathogens (87) . The effective population is larger in systems in which all deployed resistance factors have been overcome, which is consistent with the need for a large effective size to allow selection to operate efficiently on the virus population and RB strains to become prevalent in the selected population, leading to the breakdown of resistance.
A major trend apparent from our analyses is that the durability of resistance to plant viruses is far more common than resistance breaking. Even in a large fraction of the pathosystems in which resistance was overcome, some resistance factors were durable (such as BCMV in bean and ToMV in tomato). This is in stark contrast with resistance to plant-pathogenic fungi or bacteria. The durability of resistance to viruses was noted long ago by plant virologists (50, 95) . Harrison (50) proposed that durability is due to the smaller populations of plant viruses, compared with fungi and bacteria, and speculated that in spite of the high numbers of viruses accumulating within a host, few particles are transmitted between hosts, so that effective population size would be in the range of vector or host population size. This was an important concept, especially at a time when most evolution-oriented virologists stressed the large size of virus populations (28) . Our results indicate that effective population size plays a role in overcoming resistance, in agreement with this hypothesis. There have been no serious attempts to estimate the effective population size of any plant virus, and the only (very crude) estimates of which we are aware suggest it would be on the order of the census population of the host plant, i.e., several orders of magnitude smaller than the virus census population (98) . It is noteworthy that recent estimates showed that the difference between effective and census population sizes may not be so great for phytopathogenic fungi, and that effective populations are likely to be large enough for selection to operate efficiently (81, 134) .
Another reason for the durability of resistance to plant viruses is likely to be the lower fitness of RB pathotypes, compared to "wild-type" strains (51) . All plant viruses have small genomes in which coding regions are tightly packed and often overlap (57) . Plant virus proteins are often multifunctional, and there is ample evidence that different selection pressures, associated with their multiple functions, act on their open reading frames (42) . Noncoding regions are small and have important regulatory roles in replication and expression of the virus genome. In such genomes a large fraction of mutations will not be neutral, and it has often been shown that silent mutations and mutations in noncoding regions can result in different phenotypes (42) . Hence, mutations resulting in increased virulence to a host genotype would often have a fitness cost. In some experiments, comparative analyses of RB and non-RB pathotypes have shown that the RB genotypes have lower fitness than wild-type strains, because of decreased seed or vector transmission or diminished competitive ability in the crop or in alternate hosts (48, 59, 61, 73, 99) .
The analyses presented in this paper offer additional support for the hypothesis that a cost of virulence is partially responsible for durable resistance of plants to viruses. First, RB pathotypes have not become prevalent in the virus population in more than half of the 24 pathosystems for which RB pathotypes have been reported, suggesting a decreased fitness of RB strains, compared with wildtype strain. Second, RB pathotypes frequently belong to different genetic strains or different virus species, rather than originating as mutants of the same strain. This suggests that mutations resulting in an overcoming of resistance were selected against and that only widely different genotypes, coming from a different peak of the adaptive landscape, were able to overcome the resistance. It is indeed tempting to speculate that selection would often favor the coevolution of different virus genes, and for some systems there is evidence that selection favors mutual compatibility of cistrons or genomic segments (36, 48) . Interestingly, viruses in pathosystems for which no RB strains have been reported have significantly lower rates of genetic exchange than the rest, supporting the hypothesis that the fitness cost associated with genetic exchange is one reason for the durability of resistance to plant viruses.
The use of simple models as theoretical frameworks to analyze available information may significantly contribute to understanding complex biological systems. Here we report how this approach provided evidence against some widely accepted views. In spite of limitations imposed by the available information, our analysis uncovered trends that should be reexamined as more information becomes available. We hope that this work will stimulate and orient future research aimed at understanding the relationships between populations of plant viruses and populations of their host plants.
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